
COLOR CHART

Processing
AGING
gives the wood the warmth of a pleasant lived-in effect

COLORING
marries the naturalness of wood with water-based, solvent-free colors

BRUSHING
leaves the typical veins of the beams and boards in relief

SANDING
enhances the vein of the wood with a smooth and bright appearance

PLANING
makes the surface of the wood smooth and flat, removing irregularities and roughness

BEAMS BEVEL
The bevel is an oblique cut of the edges of the beam giving it an octagonal shape.
This type of processing is carried out with a hand plane.
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Basic Colors Discover the Grosso Wood Color Collection

Nature Line

Brushed Trasparente Finishing Antares Finishing

Polaris Finishing Sole Finishing

TRASPARENTE

BIANCO

KIEFER

NUSS

TEAK

ROVERE

ROVERE CHIARO

PALISSANDRO

Neutral Brushed Material, color, and textures have assumed essential importance in modern architecture.
Shades, materials, and surface effects become constituent ingredients that contribute to the originality of the project, innovatively interpreting light and spaces.

SOLE
The aged, brushed, and colored surface

The aging treatment highlights the hardest parts of the wood. 
Material and warm, it is ideal for recreating the personality of 
renovated country houses and cottages. The warm atmo-
sphere of Sole is our proposal in a modern key style that 
reinterprets our architectural culture.

ANTARES
The aged, brushed, colored, and sanded surface

Versatility is the keyword of Antares: modern when combined 
with laminated wood, ancient when accompanied by hand-be-
veled solid wood beams. The best answer for every design 
need. A mix of light and dark shades for a timeless wood upda-
ted according to the latest trends.

ATLAS
The light-dark effect surface

All the best of nature in this light-dark effect finish. Strips in various trendy shades set in fir plank or birch panels customizable 
in many finishes and colors. Atlas allows you to create textured finishes that create dynamism and they personalize extremely 
contemporary interior designs. The material becomes the protagonist, shapes and covers the environments, and through 
various combinations of colors creates unique surfaces and exclusive settings.

BIANCO NEBBIA GRIGIO

POLARIS
The brushed, colored, and sanded surface

With its brilliance and its three variations of shades, Polaris 
completes and amplifies the feeling of modernity of the lamina-
ted timber's more current look. Polaris opens new horizons to 
the creativity of design, giving rooms an unprecedented
brightness.

BIANCO 

The digitally illustrated textures are purely indicative as the perception of color undergoes significant changes compared to the original color. Therefo-
re, the choice of the texture must be confirmed only and exclusively after viewing Grosso physical sample.

FIR BOARD

BIRCH MULTILAYER PANEL TO PAIR WITH WOODEN STRIP
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NATURALE BIANCO GRIGIO

Z J K

Recommended combinations Board/Panel
with wooden Strip

Other options available upon request

A = With J - K - Q - W
B = With J - K - Q - W
C = With Z - J - Q - W
D = With Z - J - K - W
E = With J - K - Q - W
F = With Z - J - Q - W

G = With Z - J - K - W
H = Only with W
I = With J - K - Q - W
L = With Z - J - Q - W
M = With Z - J - K - W
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